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ABSTRACT 

 The ambiguous nature of the contemporary audio documentary has been noted by 

scholars and audio producers alike, who tend to borrow terminology from, and employ 

conventions of, other expressive forms when discussing and conceptualizing the genre. 

This thesis will provide an understanding of early experimental approaches to broadcast 

journalism as well as creative uses of the radio medium. Such aesthetic techniques 

allowed exploration of the possibilities for the documentary narrator, methods of 

remixing sonic elements, and oral historical purposes for the genre. Analogies drawn 

between contemporary audio documentary and resources of drama and lyric poetry will 

prove especially invaluable for comprehending the craft; attention to the audio producers’ 

responsibilities indicates the genre’s hope to become increasingly inclusive and 

democratic. A series of “close listenings” focusing on three examples of the 

contemporary audio documentary will build on, concretize and reinforce the theoretical 

framework presented in the preceding chapters. 

_____________________ 

Professor Robert Zamsky 

Division of Humanities 
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Introduction 

The lack of definition and criteria for the genre of audio documentary is well 

recognized. The Salt Institute for Documentary Studies, one of the leading contemporary 

educators in the field of documentary, addresses this ambiguity by identifying several of 

the component and influential fields: Audio documentary, they contend, "lies at the 

crossroads of narrative journalism, oral history, and audio art" (Salt Institute). A dearth of 

critical theory in the scholarly world indicates its nebulous nature; similarly, audio 

producers and broadcasters recognize the piecemeal nature of audio documentary, 

likening the form to a multiplicity of other expressive crafts.  

 In recent years, the audio documentary has experienced a reemergence and 

enjoyed the attention of popular, mainstream media (Freedman). Yet the specific 

explanation for this phenomenon is still unclear. The term "audio documentary," though 

widely employed, fails to account for a strict system of defining features. In this project, I 

attempt to synthesize interdisciplinary discussions of sound in technological, historical, 

performative and literary contexts to elucidate a clearer definition. To do so I draw upon 

the disciplines of sound art, journalism, anthropology and poetry. The discussion is 

timely; this thesis intends to identify key mechanisms and qualities of the genre that may 

aid in conceptualizing not only the ways in which it operates, but the larger social 

implications this renaissance might offer. 

 The historical overview of Chapter One illuminates research in the field of 

soundscape studies as a basis for modern notions of sound and noise. Sounds, as 

indicators of industrial development and social progress, bring awareness to the 

distinction between the modern and natural worlds as well as the effects of their 
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relationships. Similarly important are the metaphysical implications of listening in 

“noisy” environments, which could leave the listener “schizophrenic” (Schaffer 88). 

 During the mid-1900s, sonic and transmission artists emerge largely as responses 

to the noisy, media-laden soundscapes of the modern world. Sound artists embraced the 

creative possibilities of the auditory world and were instrumental in conceiving new 

applications for radio and recording/editing technologies. Unconventional composers 

such as John Cage, and sample artists such as Joshua Fried and Paul Miller entertained 

innovative artistic approaches to sound construction. Cage challenged the ways in which 

sound was conceived in the Western world, namely in the separation between 

professionally composed sounds and those of the ambient everyday. As sample artists, 

Fried and Miller extend the Cagean notion that sounds don't hold "fixed" values, and 

explored how isolations and reconfigurations of certain sounds could provide outlets for 

new types of instruments. Moreover, this approach demonstrates how remixing, as an 

aesthetic technique, allows sample artists to serve as critical commentators. 

 Three distinct experimental approaches to the audio documentary provide a 

context for consideration of contemporary audio documentarians. Of particular note is 

Canada's concern for the genre in the early 1900s. The Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation's (CBC) focus on "making real life a source of wonder" was enforced by the 

newfound reporting approaches that a young radio medium proffered: all at once the 

audio documentary could capture the voices of the public, inspire nationalistic "cultural 

consciousness" and provide an immediate and intimate listening experience for the 

listener (Hogarth 123).  

 In the United States, Studs Terkel advocated the anthropological approach to 
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audio documentary.  Terkel shunned the "processed" quality of commercial radio 

broadcast in favor of the investigative, empathetic and connective potential of what he 

identified as "public radio." Radio, for Terkel, "appeals to the imagination," and allows 

the listener to personalize his listening experience (Allison 3). 

 In the 1970s, Australian producer Tony Barrel was one of the first to apply the 

montage approach to the radio broadcast feature. His experimentation with sampling was 

a reaction to "outdated" reporting practices and illustrated how reporters might extend 

traditional reporting techniques. Barrel endeavored to generate "new" meaning through 

various juxtapositions of sounds (Aroney 5). 

 With these historical practices in mind, I turn to discussions of the influences of 

drama and lyric poetry on audio documentary in Chapter Two. In the broadcast 

documentary’s earliest days, drama was an invaluable tool for documentarians. 

Recording equipment was too cumbersome and inefficient to collect sounds in the field, 

so broadcasters utilized actors to read the headline news on air. This technique was 

thought to capture the impassioned and emotional truth behind printed words. Resources 

of drama have continued to influence contemporary documentarians: For one, Ira Glass, 

creator of This American Life, extols the virtues of the dramatic structure for composing a 

sonic story. 

 Modern lyric poetry provides a framework for analysis of the contemporary audio 

documentary. As a tradition concerned with musicality and connection with social 

groups, lyric poetry reveals how similarly expressive and compositional forms—such as 

the audio documentary—arise from, and are recycled back into physical locations and 

social groups. This is a valuable observation, for poems and documentaries are thus 
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means of circulating and reinforcing community values and senses of identity. On a 

structural level, both crafts transform fragmented “parts” into cohesive, composite 

entities: the ability of poets and documentarians to capture and reconstruct events is of 

the utmost importance (von Hallberg 83). The correlation between lyric poetry and audio 

documentary also demonstrates that though poems and documentaries are subjectively 

constructed, they are inherently collaborative. 

 Chapter Two concludes with an account of documentary production 

responsibilities, which illuminates the risks, obstacles and obligations faced by 

contemporary producers. In this matter I give considerable attention to John Lowney’s 

account of the documentary poet Muriel Rukeyser. Her work on the 1929 “social crisis” 

at Gauley Bridge, West Virginia exemplifies not only dilemmas faced by 

documentarians, but the humanitarian role of the documentarian to guide social discourse 

and revise “dominant historical narratives” (Lowney 50). Furthermore, in response to 

Bertolt Brecht’s contention that giving radio “a truly public character” would be “a step 

in the right direction,” I suggest that contemporary producers are doing just that by 

actively making the production of audio documentaries more inclusive and democratic. 

Producers may sidestep potential ethical pitfalls by maintaining clear and honest 

relationships with their story subjects. 

 The focus of Chapter Three is a series of “close listening” analyses of short-form 

audio documentaries which will solidify and reinforce discussions of the preceding 

chapters. Three sets of current, and particularly prolific, producers provide an in-depth 

exploration of the contemporary audio documentary. I begin by concentrating on a piece 

entitled "Chattanooga," an installment of the "Mapping Main Street Project" produced by 
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Ann Heppermann and Kara Oelher. Specifically, Heppermann and Oehler demonstrate 

the usefulness of music and sound effects in documentary stories. Such sonic 

constructions not only serve as a kind of “punctuation” to help structure of the piece, but 

they concretize and represent abstract ideas and phenomena as well (Abumrad 46).  

 "Observing Nature Watchers," a piece produced by Sean Cole for the "Stories 

from the Heart of the Land" series, illuminates the gradations in which an audio 

documentarian may be present in his story. Cole's sonic rendering of nature documentary 

enthusiasts reveals how, as a production technique, a reporter-narrator can use himself as 

a participating character. This approach, referred to by narratologists as “homodiegetic 

narration,” affords Cole intimate, albeit risky participation in the piece. As a narrative 

catalyst, he is able to drive the story forward in unique ways. 

 The final close listening example, a documentary by the Kitchen Sisters 

production team Nikki Silva and Davia Nelson, is entitled “Tupperware.” The piece 

demonstrates how varieties of sounds interplay in audio documentary: the spoken 

language and aural utterances of the characters in “Tupperware” create a complex 

listening experience. Similarly, the Kitchen Sisters employ the aural space of 

“Tupperware” to show how characters relinquish their individual identities in favor of a 

larger, composite and sonic identity. 
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Chapter One 

The recent renaissance in the audio documentary is supported by rising scholarly 

interest in soundscape studies. Scholars lament the dearth of research attention to sound 

culture, especially in the face of quickly evolving information and technology trends: 

"although sound culture practices differ greatly across the globe, it is a culture that is still 

unexplored territory" (Aroney 2). In the past few decades, however, researchers such as 

Mark Smith and R. Murray Schafer have concerned themselves with understanding the 

cultural implications of sound in an historical context. Sound, considered as concomitant 

with social activity and development, sheds insight on its potential to indicate cultural 

well-being, industrial innovation and social hierarchies. An examination of soundscape 

studies enables a foregrounding of radio and the audio documentary as forces that feed 

into and shape modern soundscapes. For "explicit consideration of radio as a sound 

medium, examining its modes of representation and diverse narrative forms as 

specifically aural and as such distinct from other modes, still remains in its earliest 

stages" (2).  

In his essay "Listening to the Heard Worlds of Antebellum America," Mark Smith 

recognizes "the privilege that sight enjoys over hearing" in Western philosophical and 

scholarly discourse, as well as the sparseness of studies on noise and sound (138). He 

points to the acknowledged distinction between sound, noise and silence, and the cultural 

interplay between them. The constructed dichotomy between "sound" and "noise" rested 

on distinctions between "the natural" and "the modern." Sound was to be celebrated: 

often it "heralded progress" (139). Sounds conceived in this way were associated with 

"rhythmic and predictable" industrial machines and, by extension, the lifestyles dictated 
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by them. These "regulated, controlled, and silenced the visceral and undisciplined," 

including the "untamed" unknown (139). Sound was exalted as an embodiment of human 

ingenuity and antithetical to the natural "noise" of wild environments. "Silence" 

represented a threat to human inventiveness, as it indicated dwindling industrial activity 

and an absence of human presence.  

However, with the surge of the industrial revolution and ubiquity of technology, 

categorization and delineation of once-distinctly disparate soundscapes became 

problematic. Soundscapes began to clash: in the south, for instance, "Georgia farmers 

complained that noisy railroad engines tended to spook livestock" (143). The discord 

resulting from geographically expanding lifestyles reinforced social hierarchies, for the 

means and ability to avoid the "cadence of industriousness" was a signal of wealth and 

social clout (149). Smith notes how "the heard world, then, served as an index of identity. 

Inflection, timbre, and the timing and situatedness of sound cemented class identities and 

demarcated difference. Quietude was tied to gentility and godliness" (142). Those not 

governed by instructions of modern sounds—such as factory bells punctuating routine—

were often in high social standing. 

Patterning of sound and noise, then, demonstrates ways of organizing, arranging 

and signifying lifestyles and identity. These sonic elements mark the "civil soundscape 

with social, historical and national meaning" (142). Disparate communities have their 

own distinct sets of markers, though with a growing international population and 

increased opportunities for intercultural exchange, these are becoming less and less 

bound and specific to certain isolated locales. Applications and studies of sound by 
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scholars such as Schafer and Smith have become all the more complicated with the 

advent of audio recording, editing and information technologies.  

Portable production and listening technologies allow individuals to voluntarily 

interact with non-naturally occurring sounds. Listening to radio and other imported 

sources of listening—via broadcast and media technologies—are methods of both 

amending and escaping one's environment. Listeners are now reevaluating how sound 

can be used to "identify and reaffirm their presumed cultural authenticity and political 

authority" (142). Increasingly, choices of what to listen to and how to listen are becoming 

more abundant and diffuse. Physical soundscapes are no longer our aural defaults; 

listening in the modern world is an increasingly democratic process. The listener is 

largely in control of his listening experience.  

According to Don Ihde, the multiplicity of possible listening scenarios is 

potentially hazardous: The listener’s choice of specifically what to listen to is of the 

utmost importance because of the metaphysical effects sound has on the body. In his 

essay "Auditory Imagination," Ihde explicates how sound and listening play critical roles 

in identity formation and self-awareness; how we sound the world is crucial for how we 

self-identify (64). Despite what he sees as the "massive lack of philosophical attention to 

the phenomena of auditory imagination," Ihde demonstrates the mental processes at work 

during listening. Listening, according to Ihde, assumes an anticipation that happens on 

the part of the listener. He elucidates the dualistic attentiveness that occurs in listening by 

using a musical concert as an example: "I attend a concert, and while it is playing I begin, 

in fancy, to 'embroider' the perceived piece of music with co-present imaginative 

tonalities. With some practice it becomes possible to create quasi-synthetic dissonances, 
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adumbrations, variations upon the actual theme being played" (63). Thus, at work in the 

listening experience is tension between the external perceived sounds of the concert and 

the internal imagined sounds that the mind anticipates. Bernstein affirms this mental habit 

in his discussion of performed poetry. Listening, he argues, "provides special possibilities 

for the listener...allowing the mind to wander in the presence of words" (7).  

The metaphysical implications of this internal and external effect of listening is a 

suspension of self.  As Ihde argues, "The body-auditory motion enticed in the midst of 

music may lead to a temporary sense of the dissolution of self-presence. Music takes me 

'out of myself' in such occurrences" (62). This improvisational and tangential habit of the 

mind occurs in an echo effect due to the inevitable "alternating bursts of perceptual and 

imaginative sounds" that we experience in listening (64). Ihde suggests that the 

profoundly moving quality of focused, deep listening makes the sonic experiences we 

choose and invest in all the more important.  

However, soundscape researchers are wary of the threats that noisy environments 

pose to such involved listening experiences. Schafer bemoans the deluge of sound that 

comes with increased sources of listening possibilities: "Today the world suffers from an 

overpopulation of sounds; there is so much acoustic information that little of it can 

emerge with clarity" (Schafer 71). His observation refers to the external buzz and activity 

of industrial cityscapes as well as the variety of available personal and portable "listening 

experiences" proffered by technological developments. Schafer suggests that the latter 

has contributed to a "depreciation of concentration" (89). While he identifies the authority 

in the ability to capture sound, "the discovery of packaging and storing techniques for 

sound and the splitting of sounds from their original contexts" leads to an aural 
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"schizophrenia" (88). The dangers of a highly noisy environment are disorientation, 

diconnectedness and detachment.  

Sound artists are concerned with the observations of both soundscape researchers 

and the psychosomatic implications of listening. Their work is commonly utilized to 

critically comment on soundscapes that are becoming increasingly noisier. The 

emergence of sonic artists paralleled the burgeoning attention to the possibilities of 

telling documentary stories in sound. Indeed, their interests in the potential of the radio 

medium were closely aligned: ways in which the auditory world could be captured, 

isolated and manipulated was chiefly important for sound and transmission artists in the 

mid-1900s, as well as audio documentarians. Each explored methods of creating meaning 

from juxtaposing sonic elements. A discussion of sonic art will illuminate the artistic 

climate in which audio documentary gained its footing.   

Sonic artists sought to dissect, explore and expand traditional treatments of music 

and composition. In particular, these unconventional audio pioneers challenged the 

Western definition of music and the conceived hierarchies of sounds. Sound art largely 

emerged as a response to certain constraints of Western music: the elevated value of 

certain sounds over others, its exclusion of musical forms in cultures outside of the US 

and Europe, the lack of an inclusive socio-accessibility, and the artificial "barrier" 

between performer and audience.  

Sound art, like the traditionally academic music conventions that preceded its 

birth, relies on sound's relationship with the audience. John Cage, a sound artist and 

experimental musician of the early '50s, had monumental and radical influence in this 

realm. In his piece commonly referred to as "4'33"," Cage intended to redefine what 
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constituted music by examining the silence/music dichotomy. The unconventional and 

minimalist score for this controversial composition is illustrated by three simple 

“Tacets”: 

Tacet I 

Tacet II 

Tacet III 

The vague composition of “4’33”” instructs the musician to remain at rest for the entire 

performance; he does not play a single note. Instead of prearranged "composed" music, 

ambient sounds of the environment permeate the aural space. The unpredictable nature of 

the piece is central to Cage's musical philosophy, in which he advocates that mundane, 

quotidian sounds could be considered musical. In his estimation that are as rich and 

deserving of musical classification and audience attention as traditional music. 

Cage elucidates the altogether new and wholly different conceptions of his 

musical intentions that would later give rise to a faction of steadfast followers:  

When a composer feels a responsibility to make, rather than accept, he eliminates 

from the area of possibility all those events that do not suggest this at that point in 

time vogue for profundity. For he takes himself seriously, wishes to be considered 

great, and thereby diminishes his love and increases his fear and concern about 

what people will think. There are many serious problems confronting such an 

individual. He must do it better, more impressively, more beautifully, etc. than 

anybody else. And what, precisely, does this, this beautiful profound object, this 

masterpiece, have to do with Life? It has this to do with Life: that it is separate 

from it. Now we see it and now we don't (Nyman 1). 
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From a Cagean viewpoint, the value of sound art's emergence was the philosophical shift 

it proffered. Rather than an artificial construction separate from day-to-day life, music 

was shown to be ubiquitous in the sonic environment. Cage disputes music as a purely 

aesthetic construction. By doing so, he implies the responsibility of the musician. Cage’s 

music was identified as a social and political act due to the focus and emphasis it drew to 

the immediate sonic environment. His music provided not an escape, but a concentrated 

inspection of the listener’s environment. 

Cage's unconventional approaches helped shape the work of contemporary sound 

artists whose interests lay in the value of sounds as well as the ideas they represent. 

Particularly because of their focus on unconventional sonic composition, sample artists 

such as Joshua Fried were among the most affected. Fried is a sonic/radio transmission 

artist with a penchant for interdisciplinary and multi-media approaches to music, sound 

and performance. His propensity to challenge the conventional uses of technology is a 

response to the Cage-influenced generation of musicians: rather than a desire to let 

environmental and ambient sounds stand for themselves, Fried locates sounds, contains 

and frames them so as to focus on the changes in meanings of sounds when they are 

removed from an original context. Fried applies the Cageian philosophy to modern digital 

resources and employs his work to examine and seek meaning in a modern, heavily 

techno-based society. 

In a performance piece entitled "Radio Wonderland," Fried samples sounds on 

New York's FM radio waves. With the disparate and fragmented elements of the voices, 

jingles, music, discussion and other multifarious sounds he collects, a variety of changes 

are made: he locates rhythms and beats in the cadences of conversation; emphasizes 
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specific components; edits; loops; changes pitches and speeds; and otherwise manipulates 

and transforms his found sounds. In this way, Fried challenges preconceived notions of 

the familiar. “Radio Wonderland” examines familiar sounds in unfamiliar environments 

for unexpected purposes. Because “Radio Wonderland” relies on isolated moments, the 

listener-audience member is forced into an audio phenomenon that is often unquestioned 

and unexamined, yet prevalent and seemingly permanent at the same time—the 

inundation of media.  

As a sample artist, Fried contributes to consideration of what constitutes an 

instrument. Sound art embraces technologies as sources of instruments, and advances, 

modifies and reworks the roles of instruments, performers and performance space 

accordingly. For Fried, commonplace elements of our audio backdrop supply 

unintentional instruments: radio commercials may provide the backbone to a percussive 

beat, while in-depth political discussions on NPR could help constitute a melody.  

Another sound artist, Paul Miller, or "DJ Spooky," is discontent with the 

singularity and exclusiveness of conventional music traditions. His performance impulses 

are based in a desire to acknowledge the worldly multiplicity of musical voices and 

musical styles. These ideals foreground his compositions, which are means of facilitating 

and evaluating changes in cultural traditions, ideas and practices. Music, he contends, is 

not unlike storytelling in its expressive qualities. Miller borrows West African 

terminology in categorizing his task as a musician and artist: like a "griot," a DJ is 

responsible for "reflect[ing] the culture around him in a complete way" (Dunaway). The 

charge of the "griot" was to maintain and transmit cultural knowledge and traditions from 

throughout the generations. DJs partake in a similar role by "creating with found objects" 
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and reflecting the contemporary social state through reorganizing fragmented elements 

(Dunaway). The application of "griot" to contemporary musicians allows Miller to use 

his work to spread a kind of "cultural musical awareness."  

His use of "detournement"—the reuse of "elements of well-known media to create 

a new work with a different message, often one opposed to the original" (Dunaway)—, 

such as in his piece "Track 10" of Rhythm Science, provides a way to examine the 

ubiquitous information overload in modern Western society. This avenue reveals how 

new meanings can arise from the combination of African elements, sounds of today's 

society and the incessant flow of media and information. "Track 10" is composed of 

different artists' work that produces something larger; it becomes a sum of all of the 

artists' materials, intentions and influences. This varied combination is not unlike the 

combination of assorted instruments' sounds in a concert setting.  

Sound art enormously contributed to contemporary conceptions of sounds. As a 

genre it utilizes unlikely/unexpected sounds musically, combines sounds in traditionally 

unconventional ways, and extends the criteria of instruments. It is also inherently 

political, in that sound artists commonly use their work to express criticism and 

discontent with contemporary social conditions. Sound art challenges listeners to 

confront their preconceptions of music and by extension, how they identify with, and 

engage in, their reality.  

Experimental radio practices were occurring across the globe during the 1900s. 

While sonic artists expanded the role of sounds in musical contexts, early radio 

broadcasters were challenging what might constitute broadcast news. For instance, the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) particularly encouraged production of 
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documentaries beginning in the 1930s as "a uniquely educational, entertaining and 

efficient way of telling stories about the nation" (Hogarth 124, italics in original). Radio 

documentaries were national endeavors: the Canadian government had particular interest 

in making "real life a source of wonder" through the genre and hoped to "encourage 

cultural consciousness" and a sense of national identity with documentary projects 

(Hogarth 123). Broadcasters were responsible for devising democratic audio 

documentaries with aims to be involved with the public. This was accomplished through 

"man-in-the-street" interviews as a way to report on the "experiences and understandings" 

of every day people (131). Tape gathered on the street embodied the vox populi. In this 

way, documentarians could claim that an "admixture of expert and layman testimony" 

could "appeal to almost all tastes.” By including voices from several sectors of society, 

the audio documentary was touted as an involved form of news that represented the 

collective nation. 

Much of this had to do with the altogether new and unknown methods of 

reporting that radio broadcast offered. Such techniques made the narrator an inextricable 

element in portraying the story; he was the listener's proxy in witnessing the story's 

development. These developments permitted experimentation with new journalistic 

approaches to portraying the news. Audio documentary narrators were expected—and 

trusted—to "throw themselves into the action for the listener back home" (129). Hogarth 

notes listeners' expectations for the documentarian to impart the immediacy of the event 

being reported: "Wartime documentary journalists, for instance, were expected to 

actually speak from the battlefield and to situate themselves in the actions they were 
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reporting." For the first time, "journalists in these programs served as delegates of 

experience through whom listeners could gain a sense of actuality" (129).  

Early audio documentarians enjoyed this complex narrative position, which 

allowed them to portray themselves as multi-dimensional characters rather than detached 

readers of the news. This style "was unprecedented...because of the intimacy of his tone 

and the varied positions from which he addressed his audience." The documentarian's 

responsibility was to be cognizant of all he spoke for: "not just for the [Broadcasting] 

Corporation, but for the public and its sense of wonder and outrage, and for himself as a 

thinking and feeling person—a voice that was anything but institutional" (130). Canadian 

documentarians weren’t restricted by the same “scripted and anonymous speech, devoid 

of any 'coloring' or 'inflection'" that newsroom anchors were (130). Their reporting style 

allowed for both accounts and interpretation of events. Audio documentaries permitted 

broadcasters to become not just presenters of the news, but personalities directly involved 

with the news. 

The radio medium and recording technologies were also being implemented for 

oral historical purposes in the mid-1900s. In the United States, Studs Terkel was a 

seminal figure in exploring the intersections of radio’s investigative, storytelling and 

conversational uses. Interested in the extraordinary things one finds in ordinary 

experience, his approach dealt with the observation that "written documents lack human 

direction and spontaneity" (Grele 1). Terkel heralded the medium’s cerebral quality: "It's 

radio that appeals to the imagination. The word couch potato has never been used for 

radio. It's for TV, which is fed to you, whole...You hear it...then you envision...You have 

the set in your head" (Allison 3). 
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    Terkel made the distinction between "public" and "commercial" radio: "What 

do we have on commercial radio? We have the processed voice. We have the robotic 

voices. We have the same banal conversation" (4). For Terkel, the "processing" of 

commercial station production was antithetical to the investigative potential of radio. 

Such operations removed the listener from human reality. "It appeals to something within 

a person that is so obvious and clear," Terkel contends, by using the relatable "sound of 

the human voice" (4). For Terkel, radio broadcast revealed the possibility of large issues 

to be constructed and presented in personal and palatable ways. It wasn't just reading the 

newspaper over the air; it was personalizing and contextualizing events by bringing the 

listener into the action. 

Late in the century, in Australia, a handful of producers were experimenting with 

the montage style of audio production. Eurydice Aroney's article "Researching the Zone" 

discusses the 1970s Australian political climate as an opportune context for experimental 

radio broadcast practices to emerge. With an emphasis on producer Tony Barrell, Aroney 

points to how, for the first time, a producer could journalistically use "a montage of 

interviews, location sound, music and found audio" (1). Barrel's style pioneered how 

broadcasters thought about sound, and paralleled practices being employed by some 

sound artists. Barrel was interested in how "with sound it is the context and juxtaposition 

of foreground and background sounds that create new, or reflect existing meanings and 

understanding" (5). His work illustrated the degree to which sound layering and mixing 

could elicit unexpected meaning. 

Much of Barrell's technique evolved as a survival mechanism for government 

funded programming. In the 1970s, the Australian Broadcasting Company (ABC) faced a 
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loss of young listeners to commercial radio stations (7). The inventive approach 

concocted by Barrell and his fellow producers was a response to the "Top 40" mentality: 

"Barrell realized popular music could be 'excerpted' to perhaps create a new narrative," 

with which youth might identify (2).  

As Aroney describes Barrel’s intentions for his sample style: 

He wanted to trust the listener to work out the story and not to tie up all the knots 

to the puzzle. He'd always rail against the broadcasters who wanted to be 

educators and he's always had a problem with the worthiness of public 

broadcasting, where the "nurses and doctors" would get on and want to "fix up" 

the world (John Jacobs quoted in Aroney 6). 

Above all, Barrel's approach to audio documentary sought to engage the listener, 

stimulate thought and reflection, and impel him into action. His involvement with the 

genre was, in part, an activist's commentary on traditional reporting methods. 

This "distinctive 'remix' style"—through the manipulation of sounds by adjusting 

speeds, constructing rhythms and repetitions—paralleled experimentation with the "cut-

up technique" by both writers and artists. For Barrell, this approach was significant. It 

"created new meanings in the text: 'when you cut into the present the future leaks out.' It 

also demanded a new kind of rethinking, a disruption of creative consciousness:...'cut up 

can put you in touch with what you know and do not know'" (Burroughs quoted in 4). 

The manipulation of audio clips and the reconstruction of events in sound transformed 

documentarians into both information providers and storytellers, and emphasized new 

methods of aural perception. On a more political scale, the manipulation of audio tape 

"deliberately drew attention to breaks with cultural, historical and technical conventions, 
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and was seen by many as a search for new modes of creative expression" (4). Audio 

editing thus revealed innovative possibilities for communicating the news.  

Barrel’s contribution to contemporary audio documentary methods was in part 

due to his ability to coalesce elements of different genres. His "work moves along the 

axis between acoustic entertainment and reportage; it is neither avant-guarde [sic] sound 

composition, soundscape or 'acoustic film', nor straight reportage, but a hybrid that draws 

on and deploys the tricks and techniques of all the styles along this continuum" (7). His 

approach exemplifies the obscure position of the genre of audio documentary, and its 

resistance to adhere to specific standards, rules and regulations. Nevertheless, Barrell 

qualifies the audio documentary: "A feature can be noise and excitement. It can use the 

techniques of drama. It can tap memory and emotions. It can be poetic. The feature goes 

beyond the simple literal presentation of facts, opinions and explanatory narration" (5). 

Barrel’s articulation of the audio documentary’s complex listening experience points to 

the innovative structural approaches with which audio documentarians were 

experimenting. 
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Chapter Two 

 This chapter is concerned with the qualities and implications of contemporary 

audio documentary. A brief discussion of dramatic resources will reveal its role as a 

structural necessity for contemporary audio storytelling, and provide a frame of reference 

for the close listening analyses in the next chapter. A comparison of lyric poetry and 

contemporary audio documentary demonstrates the similarities between the two crafts, 

which are helpful in conceiving the ambiguous genre of audio documentary. Lastly, 

attention will be given to an account of documentary responsibility.   

Drama 

The contemporary audio documentary has retained many reportage approaches 

and aesthetic elements employed by such early audio documentarians as the CBC 

reporters, Barrel, and Terkel, as well as techniques utilized by sonic artists. The narrative 

complexity that audio documentary afforded Canadian producers, Barrel’s remix style, 

and Terkel’s social concerns for the medium all figure prominently in crafting stories in 

sound. In addition, many of these stylistic approaches are complemented by resources of 

drama, a form that had considerable influence on the earliest audio documentaries. Some 

of the first documentaries, for example, consisted of actors reading newspaper headlines 

over the radio news because of the inefficiency of early radio technology: equipment was 

too cumbersome to transport and maneuver, which prohibited producers from sonically 

capturing sounds outside of the newsroom. The dramatic element of actors' recitation was 

a method of enlivening and simulating the human emotion and energy behind the written 

words of newspapers (Wolverton 172). Dramatic rendering of events was a useful 

method of making radio appealing for listener audiences: framing documentary stories 
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dramatically enabled producers to deliver both a listening experience that was at once 

informative and entertaining.  

Indeed, early broadcasters upheld the belief that drama was an appropriate 

resource for telling news stories. Wolverton noted that the broadcast documentary's goal 

was to demonstrate "how effectively journalism and drama can be combined in a 

responsible way," a sentiment supported by many contemporary producers (173). 

Dramatic resources are far from being considered unscrupulous: one can use "both 

actuality and recreated studio materials" in order to "maintain the integrity of [a] subject." 

Audio producer Dmae Roberts observes how dramatic approaches and constructing 

scenes add a certain depth to her work:  

I found that I loved using actors to read historical narratives or flashbacks and to 

play characters that you couldn't possibly interview. Somehow that brought me 

closer to the truth than just relying on the memories and perspectives of 

interviewees. Most of the time, interviewees don't tell you all of the truth. They 

hold some things back (124). 

Dramatic resources can help producers tease out unspoken sentiments that interview 

subjects are unwilling to divulge. By hinting at these tacit opinions and attitudes through 

drama, producers are able to add psychological depth.  

 Ira Glass, renowned producer of the public radio show This American Life, 

alludes to the remnant dramatic qualities in successful contemporary stories. Writing for 

audio documentary is different from academic and argumentative writing, whose 

structure Glass reduces to the composition of a “topic sentence” followed by the “facts 

which fill out the argument”: he necessitates a two-part schematic for ideal sonic stories. 
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His ideal story possesses two “building blocks,” the first being the “anecdote,” which 

refers to the structure. The second, the “moment of reflection” is analogous to the appeal 

and intention of the story ("Ira Glass on Storytelling #1”).  

The anecdote is essentially a “sequence of events,” an approach that builds 

linearly and substantively by recounting events as they happened while providing detail 

that raises—and subsequently answers—questions in the listener’s mind. Glass points out 

that, while the sequence of events may be nothing more that a “boring fact pattern,” a 

successful story will have a “momentum in and of itself” that will retain the listener’s 

attention: “you can feel through its form,” Glass observes, “that when you have 

something leading to the next, leading to the next you, can feel inherently that you’re on a 

train that has a destination and [you’re] going to find something.” The story becomes a 

journey forward, whose end will provide a revelatory, informative conclusion ("Ira Glass 

on Storytelling #1”). 

The moment of reflection is, in a sense, the purpose of the story. Glass contends 

that, as sonic storytellers, the moment of reflection is “the bigger something we’re 

driving at.” The anecdote and the moment of reflection, in Glass’s estimation, must 

operate in tandem. The listener’s expectation is that “a good story will make something 

larger than the sum of its parts.” As the two fundamental and component elements of the 

story, the anecdote and moment of reflection necessarily interweave and become 

inextricable ("Ira Glass on Storytelling #1”). 

Lyric Poetry 

Given audio documentary's ambiguous history, identifying parallels to other 

genres necessarily illuminate characteristics of audio documentary. Many of the 
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mechanisms at work in audio documentary are analogous to those of poetry. Specifically, 

a discussion of modern lyric poetry will point to the correlations between it and audio 

documentary. Lyric poetry reveals how both genres internally operate on semantic and 

structural levels, as well as the larger sociopolitical implications for such crafts. As an 

aesthetic tradition that helped shape current thoughts on the musicality of voice and 

language patterns, lyric poetry will reveal distinct qualities of audio documentary 

including its inherently collaborative nature.  

The analogy between audio documentary and poetry is founded on multiple 

factors. Both utilize compositional elements that are tied to, and located in, specific 

contexts, and are mediums that examine social relationships. Each is a way to consider 

speech acts, and how the individual engages in language. Structurally, both audio 

documentaries and poems depend on fragmented elements, from which, when organized 

and pieced together, meaning arises.  

Poets endeavor to "join general and particular," as Robert von Hallberg states, 

which is done through particular arrangement of a poem's words, symbols and structure 

(17). The symbols derive meaning by participating in the pattern and context of the poem. 

Poets choose elements to organize a poem in a particular way, which imparts particular 

meaning into the disjointed words. Though a poem is "a thing of parts," its organization 

and structure of "striking phrases, lines, [and] shapely stanzas" determine and inform its 

overall meaning, as well as its constituent words' meanings (83). Lyric poetry, by its very 

nature, is informed by musicality, a quality that guides the poet's construction of a poem. 

From this, a sort of harmony, clarity and strength are formed, giving rise to a cohesive, 

transcendent quality: "the instrumentality of speech is left behind by the musical passages 
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of poetry, as though poetry could deliver one from the routine constraints of ordinary 

existence" (168). Implicit in this observation is the metaphysical force in poetry that 

transforms "fragmented" words. They are intentionally chosen and arranged, and not 

limited by the structural rules of prose and traditional argumentative forms.  

On a structural level, poems—as textual entities—are by definition sparser than 

prose compositions. There is a sort of "rule of exactness" that emphasizes on the "right 

amount of words" when composing a poem: "To be wordy is itself vulgar" (76). 

Exactness is exalted in the construction of poetry, in that a poem is dictated by its own 

unique and precise arrangement. Any more or less and the poem is an entirely different 

entity. The identity of a poem depends on a minimalist rule of precision and specificity, 

of a certain balance of poetic elements.  

During the process of composition, the poet participates in a system of exclusion. 

Each poem is a condensed form of a variety of available words and phrases. The 

constructed poem presents a limited and yet true version of, and commentary on, reality. 

Charles Bernstein observes that "every element is intended, chosen" (von Hallberg, 85). 

The final form is subjectively determined by the poet, who chooses to include certain 

details and descriptions over others. In this way, the medium is a method of improving, 

abbreviating, and reconstructing reality. 

Furthermore, poets look to cultural and social groups for cues. The words, phrases 

and grammar that comprise and shape poems may always be reduced and attributed to 

specific contexts. "What we call a poem," according to Valery, "is in practice composed 

of fragments of pure poetry embedded in the substance of a discourse" (qtd. in von 

Hallberg, 83). What Valery refers to as "pure poetry" are cultural entities—such as 
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words, phrases, idioms—that we use to identify ourselves and communicate to one 

another. They are extracted from preexisting works, conversations, customs, etc, and 

reappropriated and reapplied by the poet. Thus, over time, words obtain particular 

meanings and connotations because they are constantly reused, being activated and 

reactivated. Poems are constructed and arise from social situations and systems, and are 

recycled back into these environments.  

For the ancient Greeks, lyric poetry was a catalyst for imparting certain values 

into regions and communities. Such a poetic system of "kudos" is necessary for affirming 

and reflecting the importance and value of the regional communities’ and individual bias. 

Von Hallberg acknowledges poetry can be a binding force for a community, specifically 

in the medium's ability to articulate, disseminate and reinforce value systems: "to 

praise…is to acknowledge the order of things" (56). This genre is a medium that 

recognizes and validates the "presence of value" (48), and is equated as an "exchange 

whereby general values were allowed to circulate through a culture" (42). Lyric poetry as 

such was an outlet for constructing and presenting a community’s identity. 

This praising quality of lyric poetry makes it participatory. For example, poems 

written to extol the virtues of athletes generate fame for these individuals, and are "part of 

a system that transforms power into community" (47). These "productions" of the poet 

make a "god-like" athlete more accessible to the community by involving the general 

populace in his unique power. By reading the descriptions and accounts contained in 

poems, the reader is able to indirectly experience what it is to be an athlete and someone 

of high stature. The combination of certain elements of grammar, different voices and 
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points of view is the poet's attempt to bridge boundaries of subjective experience: the 

reader is invited to participate in the experience of others.  

Poems are critical investigations into the subjective interior and objective exterior 

world, and inherently seek to impart curiosity and wonder to the reader. "The objective of 

poetry," von Hallberg writes, "is encouragement" (40). This "encouragement" applies to 

that of intellectual and sensory experience; a poet urges his readers to relinquish passivity 

for a personal/direct exploration of reality. In this way, poems emphasize the significance 

of the construction of one's own value and moral system. Poetry is insistent on the 

reader's subjectivity: because of the personal nature of reading a poem, the reader must 

uncover a truth and understanding for themselves. The effect of a poem may then extend 

into a discussion or action among multiple people based on what was read, but the initial 

processing of a poem must take place within the individual alone. A piece is first 

experienced independently, not on a group level.  

Poetry is therefore antithetical to everyday conversation, and exists separately 

from common, ordinary speech acts. Von Hallberg writes that "conversations entail an 

expectation of reciprocity. One imagines speech as a medium of egalitarian exchanges" 

(85). The divide between the poet and the reader keeps them from engaging in direct 

dialogue or discussion concerning the poem; the poem is the extent to which the poet and 

reader interact. Instead, a poem enacts a secondary reciprocity, from which the poet is 

often separate. The poem catalyzes discussion among the reader/listener and a group of 

others. This reciprocity is indirect. It is this phenomenon—that the poem disseminates 

into a readership, resonates in particular ways with individuals, and encourages critical 

dialogue—that gives the medium distinct power to affect social change. 
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With these poetic elements in mind, we may identify corresponding 

characteristics of audio documentary. As an aural medium, audio documentary is 

especially concerned with musicality and the quality of its sounds: much of its authority 

stems from what the captured sounds represent and communicate, as well as how they are 

experienced by the listener. Audio documentarians are invested in organizing stories with 

attention to the sonic experience. Pitch, rhythm and tone are all forces that influence how 

audio documentarians structure and present the natural, unrehearsed qualities of their 

character's words: these features imbibe sonic stories with power.  

Perhaps most importantly, audio documentaries are inherently political and social. 

They are compositions of natural sounds and distinct voices, each of which are strongly 

tied to, and located in, social and cultural contexts. Like poems, audio documentaries 

arise and are constructed from social situations and systems, and are recycled back into 

these environments. Audio documentaries are born from the need to examine current, 

developing issues in the contexts from which they arise. They are outlets for critical 

social commentary. Thus, they undertake an investigative mission to examine meaning 

that is placed on the relationships between the individual—or individuals—and social, as 

well as communal, structures and situations. While poets might similarly manifest this 

exploration in a poem, radio documentarians channel it through their own artistic form: 

they harness and organize fragmented sounds to make a cohesive, expressive piece.  

By doing so, meaning is established in the organization of sounds, similar to the 

way in which poems orient the meaning of words. One may isolate the component parts 

of an audio documentary, but it is the sum of the parts that transforms the piece into a 

moving, working piece. There is no formula for a audio documentary; rather, each is case 
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specific and contingent on a number of details and factors including the openness and 

cooperation of the subject to be interviewed, the risk associated with the telling of a 

particular story, and the editorial choices made by the producer.  

A cardinal compositional rule for audio producers is precision and clarity. Like 

poets, audio documentarians arrange and combine disparate elements to compose pieces: 

they employ ambient sound, narration, interview tape, active tape and music to weave 

together a documentary, though all elements are not necessarily used. The heavily 

editorial nature of audio documentaries render them "personalized portraits" that are 

"largely the vision of a single producer" (Hogarth 125). That condensing is the primary 

task in audio documentary production, producers have much creative license when 

approaching and constructing a story. Thus, each documentary is one subjective 

interpreted version of a theme or event that can be contained, structured, and retold in 

many different ways. 

Audio documentary, like much contemporary poetry, aims to provide an 

experience rather than definitive meaning or closure. This, for Nick Piombino, entails a 

crucial collaboration. The indeterminate nature of both audio documentaries and poetry 

allows for consideration of what Piombino enumerates as the "elliptical experience." In 

his essay "The Aural Ellipsis and the Nature of Listening," Piombino derives the term 

"aural ellipsis" from the British psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott, who theorized and 

posited the importance of creative play in both toddlers and adults. Winnicott explicates 

the idea of "transitional objects" as the threshold between experience and the mental 

processing of that experience. Such objects, which encourage individual thought 

processes and formation of conceptions, allow us to pay "close attention to external and 
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internal experiences" (57). This practice helps us make sense of reality by emphasizing 

self-learning in the individual rather than asking him to “observe and comprehend a 

pattern of thinking” (62). This enables the individual to construct, solidify and appreciate 

his sense of self. 

The value of the elliptical experience, which Piombino likens to Winnicott's 

conception of transitional objects, is in the ability to transpose oneself into the art piece, 

to search for and establish connections and similarities with the piece: "The aural/oral 

ellipsis encourages listening to poetry as a holding environment within which the gaps 

among thought, language and sensory experience must be bridged by the listener" (62). 

Thus, the listener’s participation in, and completion of, a poem is paramount. 

It is the techniques utilized in poetry and audio documentary that explain their 

indeterminate natures and suitability for an elliptical experience. As Piombino argues,  

The relationship or balance between elements of recognizable content and 

structure and those of semantic and structural innovation create good conditions 

for the presence of the aural ellipsis. Uses of...techniques foregrounding the 

juxtaposition of words and images, paradox, ambiguity and enigma, encourage 

readers or viewers to bring into awareness and project their own experiences, 

conscious and unconscious, onto the works (55).  

An elliptical character accesses what has been described as the "actuality of everyday, 

nondeliberate thought," or "average thought" that is "quite fragmentary...relaxed 

thinking" (61). What is relevant about our individual "inner language" (61) is the 

relationship it has with external sonic stimuli. The musicality of the poem or audio 

documentary not only ensures the listener's mentally active engagement and participation, 
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but allows the listener to experience and bring awareness to his own bodily rhythms and 

resonances (70).  

Production Responsibility 

 The responsibilities of audio documentarians are highly polemical and of critical 

import. Charles Bernstein alludes to the obligations of those who report on, create and 

manipulate content for performance: "to perform...is to recompose...to change...to move" 

the original event (9). This observation illuminates the shaky boundaries that those 

engaged in compositional crafts—such as poets and documentarians—face. Particularly, 

the documentarian’s role as a "witness, historian, and investigative reporter who speaks 

for” those whose “voices have not been recorded" is at times problematic and illuminates 

the inherent problems of speaking for, and characterizing others (Lowney 52). How does 

one accurately represent others? Can one report on or speak for another? 

Historically, documentary representations have been known to, if inadvertently, 

estrange rather than integrate groups from a broader social identity. For while early 

documentaries sought to explore, understand and present disparate facets of society, 

many often perpetuated the marginalization of minorities (Hogarth 131). Hogarth 

observes how the "complicated and problematic" relationships between audio 

documentarians and their subjects often served to alienate rather than connect and 

integrate communities. In particular, he cites an example of a Canadian documentary 

focusing on indigenous populations: "the main character of the 1951 docudrama 

Mokatum emerged as a hero only after waging a successful war of 'common sense 

against the superstition in which she was raised'." Ingrained in the narrative voice is an 

ideological framework that appealed to a very specific audience. This inherent bias 
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reveals the prevalent documentarian concern of the 1940s and 1950s of "how to 

assimilate marginal communities to the 'white man's world'" (131).  

Bernstein considers one’s responsibilities inextricable from one’s artistic venture. 

By crafting, he deems "ethics as intertwined with aesthetics, as dependent on context, 

judgment, shifting situations. Ethical reciprocity involves recognition and 

acknowledgment - a process of registration" (Bernstein “Poetry”) Considered in an audio 

documentary framework, Bernstein's postulation stresses the important element of 

communication between the documentarian and subject, as well as the sincerity the 

reporter maintains with his audience. The need for an honest, long-term and on-going 

rapport is one concern that aligns documentary intention with that of literary journalism, 

a genre marked by the level and length of the reporter's involvement with a story. The 

reporting process in literary journalism has been described as "pluralistic, pro-individual, 

anti-cant, and anti-elite" (Ehrlich 434). 

John Lowney, in his essay "Buried History: The Popular Front Poetics of Muriel 

Rukeyser's The Book of the Dead," provides a case for the role of the documentarian. His 

analysis of documentary poet Muriel Rukeyser's compilation regarding the 1929 "social 

crisis" at Gauley Bridge, West Virginia reveals not only the social significance of the 

documentarian, but methods that documentarians utilize in coping with problems of 

representation.  

Rukeyser's collection of poems entitled The Book of the Dead commemorates the 

some two thousand miners who died from silicosis after excavating a tunnel between 

Gauley's Junction and Hawk's Nest, West Virginia. The project, contracted by Union 

Carbide and Carbon, "was intended to divert water from the New River for a 
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hydroelectrical plant, which would then sell the power to another subsidiary of Union 

Carbide, the Electro-Metallurgical Company." During the process, the workers unearthed 

a vast deposit of pure silica, and the project was "quickly transformed into a profitable 

silica mine." Union Carbide forwent safety precautions that would protect workers—

"such as the use of hydraulic water drills and safety masks—to maximize profits 

(Lowney 44).  

After workers fell sick, they and their families sought redress and compensation 

by filing lawsuits. Union Carbide, however, intended to conceal their actions and 

culpability by "bribing doctors to misdiagnose [workers'] symptoms and by paying a 

local mortician to bury dead workers in a cornfield" (44). The Union Carbide scandal at 

Gauley Bridge wasn't exposed until the mid-1930s when "radical press uncovered 

information that was otherwise either ignored or actively suppressed by Union Carbide 

officials" (44).  

Rukeyser's poetic rendering of the phenomenon reveals how historical events and 

sites are perceived, remembered and preserved in collective cultural memory. Lowney 

foregrounds the acerbic racial politics in the Gauley Bridge event as a primary factor for 

the manner in which the site is considered. The majority of the afflicted Union Carbide 

workers were migrant laborers, and as many as two thirds of those were black. Gauley 

Bridge locals echoed Union Carbide's testimony that the workers had died from 

"pneumonia resulting from their own self-destructive behavior" (46). That residents 

inherited and perpetuated "myths" of the causes of workers' deaths despite evidence 

otherwise reveals how social prejudice and attitudes of inequality "informed local 

memory of this historical incident even generations later" (46). The early popular 
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explanation—and persisting legacy—of Gauley Bridge is a clear example of how 

"ideologies inform the selection and presentation of historical materials" (50). Rukeyser's 

documentary work to counter the prevailing—and wholly false—account exemplifies the 

documentarian's challenge to scrutinize cultural memory and identify factors that shape 

collective memory.  

In order to revise "dominant historical narratives" (50), the documentarian must 

examine those in possession of political and social agency. Union Carbide's actions at 

Gauley Bridge expose how effective corporate clout and the desire for personal gain can 

be in shaping collective memory. Thus, the poetic is political: "Rukeyser affirms her 

potential to change the present through the orchestration of prior historical narratives" 

(52). In her reflection on the social role of poetry, The Life of Poetry, Rukeyser asserts 

the documentarian's role of influencing the social mediascape. As a documentarian, she is 

able explore and emphasize particular issues, and thus determine and guide social 

discourse. "If we are free people," Rukeyser claims, "we are also in a sense free to choose 

our past, at every moment to choose the tradition we will bring to the future. We invoke a 

rigorous positive, that will enable us to imagine our choices, and to make them" (35). In 

her poetry, Rukeyser advocates historical honesty and accountability: 

 According to estimates of contractors 

 2,000 men were 

  employed there 

  period, about 2 years 

  drilling, 3.75 miles of tunnel…. 

 The rock through which they were boring was of a high 
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  Silica content. 

 In tunnel No. 1 it ran 97-99% pure silica. (75-76) 

By choosing to participate in the event, her collection of poems immortalizing the deaths 

at Gauley Bridge is a "form of social conversation and a way of participating in 

collaborative social action" (qtd. in Lowney 37). Documentary is a form of active social 

engagement.  

However, Lowney emphasizes the complex issues at work in constructing both 

narrative and reporter authority. With the "documentary goal to give voice to the 

inarticulate, to make visible the overlooked, to commemorate the forgotten of [one's] 

time" comes ethical deliberations and responsibilities (37). The reporter-subject 

relationship is never free from judgment and suspicion. Documentary actions, though 

often well-intentioned, can reinforce the gap between the socially privileged intellectual 

reporter and the working-class subject (42).  

Because documentarians traditionally speak for those on the margin, their 

responsibility is socio-cultural. Lowney contends that a narrative self-consciousness 

within the documentary work is a method of circumventing this danger of representation. 

Insertion of the documentarian as a "character" into the story—or otherwise 

communicating one's biases—reflects an awareness of the ethics of representation. This 

authorial "self-awareness" is an attempt to communicate to the documentary audience 

that the composition is but one interpretation of the core event. Recounted events, after 

all, may be "pattern[ed] many different ways," each possible rendition possessing "many 

resoundings" (Bernstein “Introduction” 9).  
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The increased scholarly awareness of the changing methods and approaches to the 

craft of audio documentary in recent years denotes the intense focus on these moral and 

ethical responsibilities. These shifts are the visions that Bertolt Brecht, in his essay 

"Radio as an Apparatus of Communication," called for radio practitioners to realize. 

Brecht's insistence that radio carve out, locate and reinforce an impacting purpose—to 

overcome a complacent position "in prettifying public life"—spoke to the potential for 

the medium to transcend an entirely aesthetic role. Radio, according to Brecht, operated 

as "purely an apparatus for distribution." The hope for the medium's future, he saw, was a 

shift from the business of "distribution to communication." Radio would become truly 

valuable "if it knew how to receive as well as to transmit, how to let the listener speak as 

well as hear, how to bring him into a relationship instead of isolating him. On this 

principle the radio should step out of the supply business and organize its listeners as 

suppliers. Any attempt by the radio to give a truly public character to public occasions is 

a step in the right direction” (Brecht). 

Audio documentary proved to be a suitable means of locating Brecht's possible 

"public nature" of radio by enlisting "listeners as suppliers." Radio is no longer 

inaccessible in ways that it was upon its inception, when its use was limited to a certain 

select few. Today radio is becoming increasingly inclusive, due to the widespread 

availability of affordable recording and editing technologies, training programs, and a 

burgeoning cultural appreciation for citizen/public media and the story of the everyday 

person. Radio is inherently democratic, in that it calls for "a kind of resistance by the 

listener, and for his mobilization and redrafting as a producer" (2). The Brechtian hope 
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that radio possess a “truly public character” may be a method of avoiding ethical pitfalls 

(Brecht). 

 As this chapter emphasizes, there are many elements and mechanisms at work in 

the contemporary audio documentary. Drama proved to be a lasting and versatile 

resource for sonic storytellers, both historically and today. A discussion of modern lyric 

poetry illuminates the corollary characteristics of the audio documentary, while attention 

to ethics demonstrates the numerous factors that contribute to conceptions of audio 

documentaries. 
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Chapter Three 

A series of "close listenings" will further guide discussion and conceptions of 

contemporary audio documentary. Specifically, analyses and scholarly considerations of 

three sets of producers and pieces of their work will provide an in-depth understanding of 

how modern audio documentaries operate. This chapter includes practical application of 

conceptual topics of the one preceding. 

Heppermann and Oehler 

First is "Chattanooga," an installation in producer team Ann Heppermann and 

Kara Oehler's "Mapping Main Street" project. Heppermann and Oehler are Peabody, 

Murrow, Third Coast, and Public Radio News Directors Incorporated (PRNDI) award 

winning audio producers and sonic artists. "Mapping Main Street" is a "collaborative 

documentary media project that creates a new map of the country through stories, photos 

and videos recorded on actual Main Streets. The goal is to document all of the more than 

10,000 streets named Main in the United States” (Mapping Main Street).  

"Chattanooga" is the sonic portrait of Chattanooga, Tennessee rendered by 

Heppermann and Oehler. It is an ideal case in which to discuss how a non-narrated 

approach to audio documentary demonstrates the character-narrator's position as the 

nexus of disparate elements of the story. The roles of music and constructed sounds are 

similarly important, for they allow the producers to sonically portray abstract phenomena 

and provide voice for the voiceless. These external sonic resources also communicate the 

central tension of the story: the dualistic character of Chattanooga's Main Street. 

"Chattanooga" is constructed in a manner that ensures the listener's investment into the 
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plot: it exemplifies the crucial roles of the listener's personal interpretation and active 

involvement.  

Heppermann and Oehler's narrative voices are absent in "Chattanooga." Rather, 

Brother Ron Fender, a local monk who works with homeless at Chattanooga’s 

Community Kitchen, occupies both the role of narrator and character, and provides an 

"in-scene" account of Chattanooga's Main Street profile. This affords the listener a direct 

sense of intimacy and involvement with the characters; his localism and involvement 

instills trustworthiness and credibility as a narrator. Fender is not just the mediator 

between the listener and the story, but between the two opposing character viewpoints. 

Because of his connection to both the listener and character communities, Fender inhabits 

a binding position in the story: his narration is the connective tissue between seemingly 

removed Main Street realities.  

The producers employ music and sound effects to add "physicality" to abstract, 

hypothetical ideas. These sound constructions give depth and tangibility to abstract 

concepts and vague images that don't possess definitive, physical and recordable sounds. 

In "Chattanooga," Heppermann and Oehler's charge is portraying the stereotypical and 

idyllic American Main Street. The construction of this image is crucial, for the 

succeeding story is a result of the destruction of this stereotype. Brother Fender 

introduces the image and thus catalyzes the story:  

Every city has its image of its own Main Street. Main Street is clean, you know, 

there are flags flying, there's an ice cream vendor on the corner. We have that 

image of what Main Street in America should be like. But every now and then 
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that big postcard of provinciality and conservatism gets a crack in it because the 

underbelly belches up...And Main Street cuts right through all of that.  

Sonically, the producers emphasize Fender's description: His "big postcard of 

provinciality and conservatism" is reinforced by a collaged sound bed. Heppermann and 

Oehler tap into collective cultural imagery and associations of American patriotism to 

embody the fictionalized and almost utopian Main Street: the listener hears kids playing, 

bikes, ice cream trucks and fireworks that are seemingly conjured from Fender's 

description. These "symbols" of the American lifestyle create a substantive image for the 

listener.  

The producers' decision to construct and portray ephemeral and non-physical 

entities speaks to the ability of radio to stimulate the imagination. NPR science reporter 

Robert Krulwich elucidates this remarkable power of the medium in a 2006 talk 

concerning "creating imaginative soundscapes" at the SoHo Apple Store. Krulwich 

addresses the potential to feel "constrained by radio, by the medium, with no visuals": 

If I'm on TV, and I say to you, "alright, let's imagine a mountain. And on this 

mountain lets put a little house." On TV I have no choice. I have to make the 

mountain—my mountain—and put on a little house. My house, not your house. 

And you will see it in a piece of furniture in your room across a distance and you 

will stare at my house on my mountain and many of you will have some 

exception about well, you know, it's not really a house, or kind of...Whereas in 

this case you are unwittingly "co-authors." If I say, "make a mountain," that's your 

mountain. If I say, "add a house," that's your house. And I'm indoors: I'm in your 

head already. (“Making Radio Lab”) 
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The "timeless" Main Street described by Brother Fender is analogous to Krulwich's 

imagined house and mountain. The essential component of Krulwich's response is in the 

institution of the listener as "co-author" of the story, which echoes Piombino's description 

of the aural ellipsis and reveals the participatory nature of the radio medium: the listener's 

mind is required to complete and concretize the images described over radio. In 

"Chattanooga," the listener may fabricate and personalize his own Main Street; the added 

dimensions of music and sound effects help guide, shape and contain this image. The 

sonic constructions of the idyllic Main Street evoke both environments and memories, 

and furnish a visceral feature to Brother Fender's description. The listener is called to 

envision his own distinct version of Main Street.  

Music is instrumental in instilling dramatic effect. Brother Fender's musings, set 

atop a musical phrase, are interrupted as the urgent voice of the "underbelly"--presented 

by Jared Barnes—exposes the tension and disorients the listener. The seeming 

spontaneity of Jared's phone call to the police—"Hi, I'd like to report a prostitute, 

please"—shatters the constructed Main Street fantasy-image, and introduces the dualistic 

character of Main Street: residents hold a coveted, picturesque idea of what Main Street 

could become, while they are faced with the "darker," more scandalous reality of the 

Main Street community. The listener indulges in an idyllic vision before it is undermined.  

Moreover, music is a buffering device that reinforces and amplifies the subject 

matter of an audio documentary. Structurally, the music in "Chattanooga" is enlisted as a 

practical tool—the producers use it as a mechanism to frame and help orient the subject 

or discussion matter, as well as delineate individual scenes. Music helps move the story 

forward. Producer Jad Abumrad observes how "musical punctuation" can add or detract 
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the listener's attention to particular moments. A musical phrase can be a "comma that 

separates two thoughts. And because of where it falls," it "also serves to underline" and 

emphasize specific moments (46).  

It is in this way, then, that music draws out the sounds of characters' voices, and 

emphasizes the abstruse themes behind them. Producer Dmae Roberts points towards the 

significance of the ways in which words are spoken, and what they imply: "The way 

words sound is almost as important to me as the content of the words. I've never quite 

believed the actual meanings of words as much as their undertone and subtext" (124). 

These "undertones" and "subtexts" are crucial for constructing meaning, and music can 

coax them to the forefront of the story. Heppermann and Oehler utilize music not only to 

"punctuate" "Chattanooga," but to suggest what is not explicitly stated by the characters. 

Building on Krulwich's insistence that the listener can be "co-author," music is a "co-

narrator." "Chattanooga's" contemplative, nostalgia-laden music often echoes Brother 

Fender's assertions and, as a result, magnifies the impression he leaves on the listener. "In 

Chattanooga," Brother Fender says, "we have this underbelly. But we don't talk about it." 

An excerpt of music shadows this statement and embodies that which, on Main Street, 

"we don't talk about." Music represents the possibilities of what could exist in the 

"silence" and unknown of Chattanooga's Main Street. Music communicates what 

characters allude to. 

Sean Cole 

A common, tendentious debate among audio documentarians is how to "show, not 

tell"—a well-known rule among descriptive writers. For many producers, this 

prescriptive tenet involves deciding how, or if, to include the voice of an outside 
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narrator—that is, the voice of the reporter-producer in addition to the voices of the 

interview subjects. Sean Cole, a Boston-based radio producer for NPR shows such as 

"Weekend America," "Marketplace," and "Studio 360," is noted for countering the 

traditionally removed journalistic approach of the "unbiased" narrator. Discussion of 

Cole's homodiegetic approach to narration—which results from "delegating the narration 

to a character who thus becomes a character-narrator"—as well as his use of humor in his 

piece "Observing Nature Watchers" will illuminate the implications for the listener, how 

these decisions guide story development, as well as subtler mechanisms at work in his 

pieces (Nieragden 686). "Observing Nature Watchers" was produced for the series 

"Stories from the Heart of the Land," which was curated by Jay Allison and posed the 

following question to contributing producers: "If you could tell any story about people 

and the natural world, what would it be?" (Stories from the Heart of the Land).  

On a basic level, Cole fulfills the fundamental reporter role. As such, he is able to 

delve into the quirky characteristics of his interview subjects. He is exempt from 

obligatory familiarity with his interviewees so that he may ask the necessary questions 

without a previously established rapport or relationship. As Wolfe attests, "it is often 

much easier for a reporter to penetrate a delicate situation than he or anyone else has any 

reason to believe" (331). Conventional rules of social etiquette are suspended for Cole as 

he reports. His position affords the listener a glimpse into the issues, topics and themes of 

people and places that are ordinarily inaccessible.  

As a narrator, Cole delivers the story in a polished and calculated manner. His 

narrator possesses some remnant qualities of traditional reportage journalism: He acts as 

a mediator between the listener and interviewees; frames and directs the flow of the story; 
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and fills the gaps in material details and transitions that interview tape couldn't 

accomplish.  

And yet Cole's radio documentary style deviates from traditional reporting and 

narrative techniques. He rejects utilizing "an authorial narrator, who is not a 

character...and remains 'outside' the story" (Nieragden 686). Rather, Cole shares his 

assumptions, interpretations and hypotheses with the listener. He implements metaphors 

and makes assertions: "and for a little kid that's like happening upon a Mayan ruin"; "but 

it's like that moment burned a permanent question mark into her brain, and the nature 

shows are these little exclamation points"; "she's an illustrator and her love of David 

Attenborough verges on school-girly." This approach communicates a journalistic 

conviction: any representation of reality is inherently subjective. The producer is 

constantly making choices about how characters and situations are portrayed, and the 

producer's personal politics will inevitably influence the construction of the piece. By 

using himself as a framing device, Cole exemplifies the value of a narrator to provide a 

context for the story: "Without context there is no meaning. Reality happens, the events 

of the world go on around us, but there is no meaning till we provide a context" (Carrier 

28). 

Indeed, Cole embraces this sentiment with a bolder and admittedly riskier variety 

of narrator than those of previously accepted journalistic conventions. Cole's participation 

as a homodiegetic narrator in the story is somewhat theatrical in nature, insofar as it 

enables him to isolate and emphasize the distinct personalities and traits of the other 

characters. Stylistically, this approach allows Cole to become a narrative catalyst. This is 
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the case in Cole's discussion with Melissa Guion. Here they recount a "Life of Mammals" 

scene in which squirrels differentiate between varieties of acorns: 

Guion: Did you see the part about the acorns? 

Cole: Yeah! 

Guion: Where they knew what to do with the two different kinds of acorns? 

Cole: Yeah! 

Guion: Yeah I saw that one! 

Cole: Really? 

Guion: Yeah! Yeah! It's fascinating!  

His habit of "self-inclusion" is a method of encouraging and sustaining energy in the 

piece that illuminates the potency of an empathetic reporter. He builds credibility by 

demonstrating his capability to identify and connect with his interviewees. By revealing 

his relatable "human" side to both the interviewee and the listener, Cole concedes that his 

narrative position is fallible and not omniscient. This admission strengthens his 

relatability, trustworthiness and credibility as a reporting persona: the listener can 

determine for herself the level of trust she should invest in him.  

A homodiegetic approach affords Cole another powerful tactical tool--that of 

humor. The listener is limited to the narrator's account alone, which creates a 

dependency: "The choice of center of perception/orientation within any given narrative 

has great significance for matters such as characterization, completeness, and 

reliability...The reader watches with the character's eyes and will, in principle, be inclined 

to accept the vision presented by that character" (Nieragden 688). Cole's ability to 

employ a narrator characterized by wit is a direct result of this "sovereignty" he possesses 
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over the construction and presentation of the story, and the inclination of the listener to 

accept it.  

Cole's humor is also a means of ingratiating himself to his interviewees and his 

listeners. Humor can "relieve tension" and lessen the "dissonance people experience after 

making a decision or sensing the approach of incompatible ad undesirable thoughts or 

actions" (Meyer 312). Cole's humorous actions are thus attempts at persuasion and 

convincing the listeners to continue listening, no matter their initial interest in nature 

documentaries; humor is a promise of intrigue, a well-told story, and an enriching 

listening experience. His efforts are at "unification" (311). As a narrative technique, 

Cole's humor is a push to garner the support and listening investments of his listeners. 

For example: 

Guion: And they actually do this kind of moonlight pas de deux where they rear 

up on their hind legs and embrace each other with their little claws and go 

tottering back and forth in the moonlight. And the camera sort of considerably 

pans right, sort of away from the little pile of amorous beavers or whatever. 

Anyway, cut to baby beavers in beaver lodge. 

Cole: So they didn't actually show the full-on beaver shtooping? 

Guion: No no no no no, it wasn't that kind of movie (laughter).  

While this may have been a light-hearted exchange concerning an IMAX nature 

documentary film about the mating habits of beavers, this excerpt of conversation both 

tidily concludes the scene and reveals the reverence and respect that the nature film 

watchers hold for the entertainment/education genre. As a structural choice applied in this 

way, humor contributes to a particularly resonating moment of reflection. It is precisely 
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these moments that producer Jad Abumrad contends audio documentarians strive for: "I 

believe the job of a great storyteller is to lead people to moments of wonder" (Abumrad 

44). 

Kitchen Sisters 

Nikki Silva and Davia Nelson, most well-known as the Kitchen Sisters, are a 

collaborative producer team responsible for such audio documentary series as Morning 

Edition's "Hidden Kitchens," "Lost and Found Sound," and the "Sonic Memorial 

Project." Currently they are involved in various educational roles across the country and 

are "dedicated to exploring complex cultural issues through personal stories, bringing 

seldom heard voices to air, and building community through storytelling" (Peabody 

Award Winning). "Tupperware," one of the Kitchen Sisters' earliest works, is a snapshot 

of a socio-political climate and reveals radio documentary's capability to preserve. A 

brief synopsis of the role of Tupperware in the American consciousness will provide a 

case for the audio as a documentary medium for cultural phenomena. Additionally, 

"Tupperware" brings attention to the qualities of spoken and non-spoken language that 

accompany human speech. 

The listener can't help but notice that the majority of speakers in the Kitchen 

Sisters' "Tupperware" are distinctively female, which accurately speaks to the product's 

history. Tupperware is a phenomenon whose origins are, at a fundamental level, 

entrenched in gender roles. Since its inception in the 1930's, market success relied on 

depicting the appeal of "domestic femininity," all the while providing a "non-threatening 

first step into the business world" for women (Vincent 192). The rhetoric of the 

Tupperware company was inherently rooted in domestic terminology and analogy, and 
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depended on the balance women sought between domestic and career fulfillment (183). 

The brand reflected an "image of a white, middle-class 'Everywoman'" that "corresponds 

to specific domestic and family roles" (180). Tupperware implemented itself as a means 

of achieving a safe, secure and nurturing domestic life, which was at the core of middle 

class feminine identity in the mid-1900's. "Success," as was defined among Tupperware 

partygoers, was construed as an "ability to stay home with their families, or to earn 

money that will help buy a home for the family" (183). This notion reflects a social 

expectation of women to occupy the role of housewife and stay-at-home mother.  

Tupperware has persisted as an Americana icon, with feminist and scholarly 

criticism ranging from the highly politicized, "anti-social justice" classification, to the 

dismissive "quaint and kitsch" variety (190). Its presence today is still evident. The 

company's resiliency lay in its ability to stay current with the demands of women, even as 

their roles in the domestic and professional spheres shifted. When "marketing in domestic 

femininity" lost popularity and experienced decline, Tupperware proved its flexibility: 

the "downturn in the American economy no doubt helped as some of those people laid off 

from their jobs turned to Tupperware to make a living" (192). As of late, former women 

professionals use Tupperware as a fallback career; no longer is Tupperware purely a 

"stepping stone" into the world of business.  

This shift in both women's and Tupperware's roles is a dominant theme in the 

Kitchen Sister's "Tupperware," and is communicated in two different grades of sounds: 

those of spoken language and those of oral utterance. On a topical level the listener is 

privy to the immediate accounts of the Tupperware ladies, as they directly express their 

experiences, thoughts and opinions through spoken language. The former deputy sheriff, 
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for one, extols the money one can earn as well as the "positive input" of Tupperware's 

encouraging work environment. She communicates how, for her, Tupperware is a vehicle 

for "a rich income and a rich family life," and a pleasant change from her professional 

experience in law enforcement (191). The company presents itself as an opportunity to 

gain control of one's life, especially for "working women" who were looking for a step 

back into the family" (192), which is echoed in the women's spoken responses.  

On a more abstract level, the spoken sentiments of the Tupperware party guests 

are reinforced in the less distinct aural qualities of "Tupperware." The laughs, gasps, 

sighs, squeals and other oral utterances communicate a variety of messages, especially 

when considered in conjunction. Together, these form a wild and energetic flurry of 

voices. In one sense, this "composition" embodies the hospitable, exciting and 

nonjudgmental attitude that Tupperware, as a business venture, maintains. These 

sounds—sounds not framed in and regulated to language structures—communicate the 

Tupperware mission on a basic and visceral level.  

As a production choice, the Kitchen Sisters' "woven" arrangement of sounds 

reflects the social aspect that is critical to Tupperware's survival. Tupperware's historical 

evolution "calls attention to the way in which cultural meaning comes to inhabit a 

product" (Vincent 189), a fact that is demonstrated at the beginning: the listener 

immediately learns that "somewhere in the world, a Tupperware party is held every 10 

seconds." The "party" form of the Tupperware meeting (as well as the incredible 

frequency of the parties being thrown) is particularly salient as a story structure, for it is 

directly reflective of Tupperware's interest "in women's sociability" (183). Tupperware 

dealers utilize "domestic and social skills" to "work to their advantage in achieving 
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success" (186). The necessity of these job skills is expressed in the aural atmosphere of 

"Tupperware," in the frenzied, hectic layering of women's voices. The community bond 

is central to the corporate success—as a practical business network and a "nurturing 

environment" (183)—and is revealed in the Kitchen Sisters' editing techniques.  

In the absence of a singular, authoritative narrator, the producers construct an 

aural "space" that works to orient the listener in a scene as move the story forward. The 

Tupperware party is this construction, and is characterized by a constant, seamless bed of 

layered sounds that foregrounds different speakers and phrases. As a sonic stage, the 

meeting is replete with signatures that indicate specific places, actions and referential 

points for the listener: "burping" Tupperware, product demonstrations, campy 

Tupperware theme songs, among others. Though the listening experience is hectic and 

frenzied, the "space" of the Tupperware meeting is not vague or indistinctive: it is very 

much grounded in a specific identity.  

However, this identity is contingent on the individual speakers remaining 

anonymous. Tupperware personas—such as Lucky Laurel and Joyful Joan—guide us 

through the events, though little is heard of their otherwise private and civic identities. 

Each is a component part that joins others to compose the feeling of an "entire" story. 

The disparate speakers become one, and the listener is unable to attribute an exact, 

particular identity to the numerous individual speakers. Instead, they blend together to 

create a tapestry of voices. 

The analyses contained in this chapter intend to concretize the theoretical and 

historical discussion in the previous two. Close listening consideration of Sean Cole’s 

“Observing Nature Watchers,” Ann Heppermann and Kara Oehler’s “Mapping Main 
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Street Chattanooga,” as well as the Kitchen Sisters’ “Tupperware” exemplify current 

techniques and approaches of contemporary audio documentarians. Such stylistic choices 

reveal how sonic constructions may be used, the array of available narrative choices, the 

depth and complexity of a story’s interacting sounds, as well as the implications for the 

listener. 
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Conclusion 

Identifying the specific mechanisms responsible for characterizing the 

contemporary audio documentary is difficult, for though it is a widely-used term, its 

specific definition is regrettably vague. Audio documentary maintains its liminal position 

"between" multiple influential genres, much as it did in the days of its inception. This 

project is a response to producer Chris Brookes’ conviction that the genre has little 

mainstream history and few illustrative archetypes from which contemporary producers 

can learn:  

There are a million ways to tell a story, and while creators in other media can 

learn from the past (filmmakers or writers can easily go to the library or the video 

store to see how Steinbeck, Joyce, Kubrick, and Capra did it), it's harder for radio 

makers to study how our wireless predecessors practiced their art. Who is our 

Walker Evans, our Hemingway, and how can we hear them? (21). 

This thesis is an attempt to identify specific factors, procedures and techniques 

that contribute to conceptions of audio documentary. The contemporary form was born 

from the historical and artistic practices evolving parallel to it. Researchers’ work in the 

field of soundscape studies provides a foundation for considering notions of sound, and 

demonstrates the positions of sonic artists as critical commentators. Experimentation and 

early exploration of broadcast documentary in Canada, the U.S. and Australia revealed 

the narrative complexity afforded by the medium, how “cut-up” techniques could be 

applied, as well as the anthropological and social implications for the genre.  

 Resources of drama and lyric poetry help construct a nuanced definition of the 

genre, especially in respect to structural approaches and social implications. 
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Consideration of documentary poet Muriel Rukeyser and her work in Gauley Bridge, 

West Virginia frames a discussion of documentarians’ responsibilities. I suggest that 

audio documentarians’ recent concerns to make the craft more inclusive reflect an 

increased, attuned awareness of the dilemmas of condensing, reconstructing and 

representing people and events. In this sense, the rise of the audio documentary indicates 

a desire to make journalism more democratic. 

 A series of close listening analyses provides in-depth examinations of 

contemporary audio documentarians and examples of their short-form work. Doing so 

reinforces theoretical material of the earlier chapters, and demonstrates specifically what 

tools and techniques are available to producers: music and sound effects, narrative 

complexity, and sonic variety. 

This thesis provides a valuable starting point for pursuit of future projects; indeed, 

the project presents several avenues for continued research. In particular, each of the 

component parts—that is, the discussions of historical approaches and the influences of 

sound art, drama, poetry, and journalism—could be dealt with in an elaborated manner, 

taking into consideration a wealth of other literature. As well, other projects could focus 

on genres not heavily considered in this thesis: television/film, documentary theater, 

photography, among others. 

Another corollary project is the possible exploration of audio documentary within 

the broader documentary category. Implicit in this is a focus on the differences between 

aurality and visuality as modes of sensory perception. Though it is suggested in the body 

of this thesis, audio documentary is distinctly different from other documentary forms. 

For one, the genre does not partake in the kind of visual representation that other forms—
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such as photo and film—rely so heavily on. In his essay "Startling and Effective," Alan 

Gilbert remarks on the potential detriment of visual documentary's immediacy and 

declarative nature: "the failure of traditional documentary is that it trusts the immediate 

impact of its images, and remains satisfied with these direct representations" (163).  

This observation is in large part what makes audio documentary so powerful. 

Because the visual element in audio documentary is less decisive and overt than in film, it 

is less intimidating. In a way, this is due to the method of transmission: the visual 

elements are "confined to a small screen, thereby undercutting the sense of presence that 

radio induces" (Connor 24). Audio advocates would posit that visuals can be distracting. 

Film inherently underestimates the imaginative potential of the audience; rather than 

proving itself as a stimulating experience, it can seem overly didactic.  

The audio producer relies on one sense to present a story: the ears become the 

gateway that accesses memories and associations. At the same time it is possible for this 

sense to become a substitution for the others. According to producer Scott Carrier, the 

best way to "replace" the visual element in audio documentary is to use one’s own voice 

to "narrate the part of the camera" (Biewen 9). A follow-up study would generate an 

understanding of these wholly different, yet related, genres. 

 Similarly relevant is a sequel study investigating the roles and impacts of the 

radio medium and audio documentarians on modern soundscapes. Schafer observes the 

problematic evolution of radio. Whereas engagement with the medium was once 

selective, in many ways it is now obligatory: “In the early days one listened to the radio 

selectively by studying the program schedule, but today programs are overlooked and are 

merely overheard. This change of habit prepared modern society to tolerate the modern 
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sound with which human engineering now orchestrates the modern environment” (93). 

For Schafer, the pervasiveness and ubiquity of radio and edited sound is inescapable. 

 What does this mean, given the control individuals possess over their 

soundscapes? Is radio indeed the unavoidable “bird-song of modern life,” an inextricable 

force in our “’natural soundscape?’ (93)” To precisely what extent are listeners free to 

sculpt their own listening experiences and aural backdrops, given the potency of portable 

recording technologies? These questions could guide research on the relationships of 

radio, documentaries and soundscapes. 

Furthermore, this thesis presents several opportunities for ethnographic and 

interview-based studies. Building from Hogarth’s assertion that documentary stories are 

"personalized portraits" and "largely the vision of a single producer," I would advocate 

further study of several specific contemporary audio documentary producers (125). Such 

field-based work would illuminate the experience of working in the field, the constraints 

of modern producers, the pressures they experience from broadcast networks and 

employers, as well as the particular editorial choices they make and stylistic techniques 

they employ. Research of this nature would also provide space for a thorough discussion 

of production responsibility and ethics. 

 Indeed, the possibilities for continuing studies abound. Certainly, I advocate 

increased research in the arena of audio documentary. Every contribution furnishes 

greater understanding of what has been described as the “most primordial form” of 

modern storytelling (Biewen 14). 
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